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“Every German visitor has a völkisch
obligation he must fulfill”: Nationalist
Tourism in the Austrian Empire,
1880–1918
Pieter Judson
Recently, a German Provincial Association to Promote Tourism in Southern Austria was
founded in Laibach [Slovene: Ljubljana] for the purpose of encouraging German
Tourism. The Association hopes to convince at least some of the current wave of German
tourists to visit the nature-rich beauties of Carniola. Naturally, the organization will take
care that the economic advantages of this tourism only benefit the German or German
friendly populace in Carniola. (Südmark, 1912)1
“The Bohemian Woods are glorious, the inhabitants robust and good-natured. Have you
ever been there?” “No, I’ve heard about it, read about it, even admired panoramic pictures
of places there.” “Well, save the words of praise, and go visit this splendid land; if you
can offer your national brethren any moral and material support in their struggle for
national survival, you will have achieved a deed worthy of the highest thanks.” (German
School Association, 1904)2
When middle- and upper-class Austrians left the city for the clean air of the
countryside, to wander alpine trails, swim in the Adriatic, or tour historic sites at
the turn of the nineteenth century, did their vacation plans reflect a nationalist
commitment? As the above quotations indicate, several nationalist organizations
certainly hoped so. When traveling in an ethnically mixed region of the monarchy,
the German nationalist Südmark urged that “No German on vacation should
patronize an anti-German tavern!”3 Nationalist organizations exhorted tourists to
do their part to support their “nation” within Austria by spending money according
to the nationality of the hotelier, restaurant owner, or innkeeper, and wherever
possible, by convincing other tourists to do the same.
This chapter investigates how Austro-German nationalist associations around




































identity in the Austrian empire.4 What exactly did such groups hope to gain from
their rhetorical invocations of tourism or from material investment in this devel-
oping new industry? How did ideas about tourism and its uses engage with the
rest of the German nationalist agenda in Cisleithania? Finally, this chapter tries to
consider the kinds of impact this nationalist preoccupation may actually have had
both on the habits of tourists and on the local tourist industry. The nationalist
associations examined here functioned at several levels of Austrian society, from
the interregional to the provincial to the local village level. Did the decision by
nationalist leaders in urban centers like Vienna, Prague, or Graz to promote tourism
in the countryside actually reflect the desires or concerns of local village activists?
Or did the promotion of tourism reflect an attempt by the nationalist “center” to
nationalize an a-nationalist “periphery”?
An examination of the nationalist promotion of tourism may also provide some
interesting new perspectives on more traditional questions in the historiography
of the Habsburg Monarchy. Chief among them is the question of nationalism’s
transformative effect on Austrian political culture at the turn of the century. For
decades historians of Austria have blamed the nationality conflict within the
monarchy for its supposedly crippling effects on local, regional, and national
political culture. Competing demands, particularly among Czech and German
nationalists in Bohemia, polarized the political environment in Austria and
prevented parliamentary institutions like the Bohemian Diet or the Austrian
Reichsrat from functioning. Nationalists, it is claimed, held important social and
economic legislation hostage to their radical sectarian demands, making it all but
impossible for the monarchy’s democratic institutions to function. The paralysis
of political institutions at all levels of society produced a political culture of
bureaucratic absolutism around 1900 that governed the monarchy from above in
its final decades.
One aim of this chapter on tourism is to suggest a different understanding of
nationalism’s diverse effects on regional and local Austrian society.5 Particularly
in a local context nationalism could influence politics much differently than it did
in the Reichsrat or in the provincial diets. The promotion of tourism – unlike other
issues of interest to nationalists like education or administrative reform – required
an activism that paid far greater attention to the most local of social concerns.
Fostering a nationalist tourist industry required far too much initiative or cooper-
ation from locals to allow the simple imposition of an urban and largely abstract
nationalist vision on a clueless rural populace. Activists had to recast their
nationalist agendas in terms meaningful to village inhabitants, by citing, for
example, the locally specific economic and social benefits nationalist tourism
might bring them. In doing so, nationalists may, however inadvertently, have
pushed local political cultures to become more democratic and integrative in
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build the social consensus necessary for achieving local economic development,
a greater degree of popular political participation, and a greater degree of social
integration of the rural populace into interregional networks.
In the 1880s both tourism and organized German nationalism came of age in
the Habsburg Monarchy, and by the 1890s, some nationalist organizations had
begun to reconceive newly popular forms of tourism like mountain climbing or
the Sommerfrische (summer vacation), in a fundamentally political light. Activists
now urged their followers to remember the nation not simply when voting, but also
when it came to regulating personal consumption and private leisure time. Always
on the lookout for innovative strategies to use against their opponents, nationalist
organizations quickly seized upon tourism as a potential means to reinforce the
nationalist commitment of the individual consumer.6
The notion that tourism could somehow serve national interests assumed a far
different form in Austria than elsewhere in Western and Central Europe. In France,
Germany, or Italy at the turn of the century, tourism offered nationalists a symbolic
means to define and unify the culturally diverse societies that made up their
emerging nation-states. Tourist literature might emphasize the unique identity of
a given region, but it also located that region in a larger narrative whose inexorable
logic produced a united national culture.7 This was in fact the approach promoted
both by the anti-nationalist Habsburg State and by most of the growing number of
tourist clubs in Austria.8 This view avoided all nationalist rhetoric and promoted
the monarchy as a culturally diverse yet institutionally united entity. By contrast,
nationalist tourism in Austria reinforced particularistic loyalties, and undermined
official attempts to create an inter-regional, unified public culture around dynastic
patriotism. Nationalist tourism fed the already fierce political competition that
pitted Czech, German, Italian, Polish, and Slovene nationalist politicians against
each other for regional political hegemony and the distribution of financial
resources.
It is important to situate this deployment of tourism to promote nationalist goals
in a larger process that by the 1890s had radically changed the character of German
nationalist ideologies in Austria. Earlier more elitist forms of German nationalism
going back to 1848 had borrowed heavily from a liberal worldview, imagining that
universal education and increased social mobility in the monarchy would, for
example, inevitably transform Slavs into cultural Germans. By the 1880s, however,
it had become clear that liberal educational reforms had only strengthened a Czech
nationalist movement, and that Slav nationalists in general had little interest any
more in “becoming” Germans. This reality was brought home to most German
nationalists when the unthinkable occurred in 1879 and the German liberal
government, in power since the dawn of the constitutional era, fell and was




































German nationalists in the 1880s quickly abandoned much of their socially
elitist heritage and attempted to mobilize a broader constituency defined purely
by national identity rather than education or property. They turned increasingly to
a less flexible, populist definition of nation that was rooted in the specifics of
language use and place. To strengthen their arguments they deployed newer kinds
of statistical data (and even developments in cartography) both to justify their
cultural claims and to lend them a greater aura of positivist objectivity. Increas-
ingly, nationalists could be heard making new kinds of assertions about the
character of populations and places, irrespective, of course, of how local Austrians
actually viewed themselves.9
A crucial point to understanding the nature of nationalist politics in Austria is
the predominant role activists gave to language use in defining identity. The liberal
constitution of 1867 never recognized the existence of nationalities as such in
Austria, but it did promise to establish linguistic equality in public life to the
greatest extent possible. After 1867, nationalist politics in the monarchy focused
almost exclusively on extending, or in the case of German nationalists, limiting
the application of this constitutional promise as much as possible. Nationalist
conflict revolved around language use in public life, particularly on the privileges
the system accorded to the German language. Activists of all kinds therefore
stressed the close correlation of language use to national identity.10 Such concerns,
however, appear to have been far more pressing to politicians in the Reichsrat or
in the Diets than to the general population. Thus a key challenge to nationalist
activists throughout Austria was to “awaken” the sense of national identity that
lay dormant among all potential members of a nation, that is, those who spoke a
given language, by making visible the boundaries that divided nations in daily life.
In what follows I outline three ways that German nationalists used tourism as a
means to make their national identity meaningful to German-speaking Austrians.
First, they made tourism a key part of their rhetorical attempts to anchor German
identity more strongly in the consciousness of individual consumers. This effort
produced little more than propaganda, but it added a popular theme to the rhetoric
of economic self-help and nationalist boycotts.11 Tourist literature may not have
brought German-speakers in great numbers to visit the Sprachgrenze (language
frontier), for example, but its aim was to make them more aware of the nationalist
conflict by familiarizing them with the local sights and sounds of such regions.
Second, nationalists used tourism to give the landscape a national character. This
effort produced a great deal of aggressive propaganda and occasional violence.
Third, and perhaps most important, some nationalists used tourism as a way to
raise the economic viability of German-speaking populations in order to prevent
further mixing among peoples. This effort produced less strident nationalist rhetoric
and some real economic changes. After surveying these three categories I will
examine the efforts of local activists in one rural region to see how tourism resonated
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Long before Austro-German nationalists took up tourism, their publications had
featured informative articles about particular places that, while part of the broader
German cultural heritage, were unfamiliar to the average reader. Starting in the
mid-1880s, almanacs, associational reports, journals, and nationalist newspapers
encouraged their readers to learn more about German peoples and their physical
environment without ever leaving home. These articles sought to define for their
audience just what it meant to be German. But they also aimed to root the reader’s
abstract understanding of national identity more fully in a specific geography,
suggesting that their common language use meant that their reader’s shared an
identity with other German speakers across the monarchy.12
Organizations like the Deutscher Schulverein or the Südmark increasingly
sought to raise nationalist awareness by convincing the individual to apply
nationalist principles to questions of personal consumption. Nationalists tried to
break down the barriers separating public activism from personal life by making
national identity a critical consideration in how consumers spent both their income
and their leisure time. Associations soon offered inexpensive household items for
sale, items whose purchase both supported the nationalist cause and marked the
consumer as a nationalist. The Deutscher Schulverein, the Südmark, the Nordmark,
the Deutscher Böhmerwaldbund (to name but a few such associations) produced
and sold mountains of kitchen matches, soap, shoe polish, pipes, postcards,
stationery, and stamps to advertise their members’ nationalist loyalties.
A few organizations proceeded beyond small-scale consumption to suggest that
tourism in one of the so-called Sprachgrenze regions might help to raise an
individual’s nationalist consciousness. The consumer, who visited the sites where
it was imagined that nations fought a daily battle over the boundaries that separated
them, would return home with a personal understanding of the importance of
nationalist identity. The newly enlightened nationalist would then be more careful
about other forms of daily consumption, such as where one shopped or whom one
employed.
This issue was not a simple one. Nationalist literature frequently depicted
Austrian Germans as people who sought only enjoyment in life, and whose easy-
going ways had enabled the Slavs and Italians to make so many territorial, cultural,
and legal gains at their expense. German speakers who lived in areas where there
was little or no Slav presence were described as lazy or unthinking, since they
could easily ignore the problem of nationalist conflict when it was not part of their
daily existence.13 As a form of leisure and enjoyment, tourism too might also be
suspected of encouraging the worst traits among the Germans. Thus nationalists
who promoted tourism linked it consciously to concepts of duty, labor, and
personal virtue. A 1903 manifesto published by the German Tourist Association
of Brünn (Czech: Brno), for example, stressed tourism’s potentially moral and
hygienic functions.14 And yet, tourism was also meant to be enjoyable. So even as




































for the nation could also be personally fulfilling. “The summer resorts and spa
towns, with their well-to-do visitors, offer a promising sphere of action for every
kind of völkisch activity which for the truly German-minded vacationer involves
no hard work but pleasure and enjoyment.”15
Nationalists published guides to the Sprachgrenze for tourists, directing them
to inns, hotels, and restaurants owned by reliable German or German-friendly
natives. One guide to the South Tyrol explained that: “There are still great numbers
of German tourists who have no idea, that every German visitor to this nationally
imperiled region has a völkisch obligation he must fulfill.”16 The guides often
warned tourists against the efforts of the enemy to mislead them. In one case it
was reported of the Gasthaus Valentini in the South Tyrol that its owner, “Felix
Valentini, is an agent of Italian nationalism; in order to fool German travelers he
has attached an enormous metal Edelweiss to the wall of his inn.” Appearances
inside the hotel could be deceiving as well. According to Wilhelm Rohmeder,
several restaurants run by closet Italian nationalists offered German-language
newspapers and German-language menus in order to fool an unsuspecting German
clientele into spending its money in enemy establishments.17 Other such guides
alerted travelers to unscrupulous Czech doctors in the Bohemian spa towns, or
warned mountain climbers against patronizing Slovene-run Alpine huts in the
Karawanken Mountains.18
Several nationalist organizations helped their members to make better consumer
choices by listing the names of inexpensive German-owned inns or summer
vacation rentals in their publications. The Südmark even asked local members to
keep watch over these advertised establishments, to make certain they indeed
remained in German-friendly hands.19 Soon smaller local groups with fewer
resources jumped on the bandwagon. Seeing economic opportunity in this devel-
opment, they parroted the Deutscher Schulverein or Südmark, advertising their
German identity as a way to lure tourists in search of inexpensive Sommerfrische
rentals to their villages. Local German tourist clubs, beautifying associations, and
hiking clubs worked both to improve local conditions for tourists and simultan-
eously to promote their regions. They published modest guides, stressing both the
Germanness and natural beauty of their locales.20
Tourist literature became an important instrument as nationalists increasingly
sought to give real places a national identity, using a mix of ethnographic and
historical arguments. Tourism added the element of geography to a nationalist
rhetorical arsenal that had previously relied on the issue of language usage alone
to argue its positions. Earlier nationalist debates had often revolved around
relatively abstract questions regarding the rules of language use in the civil service
or in educational institutions. Now, however, popular guidebooks redescribed
traditionally multiethnic regions in Bohemia as originally and therefore authentically
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Guidebooks, for example, redescribed traditionally multicultural regions as
authentically German. They claimed a homogeneous German Bohemian Woods,
South Tyrol, or South Styria, using an anti-historical argument that nevertheless
looked to history for its justification. This argument located a region’s authentic
identity in the distant past, and then rendered all historical change since this
original moment invalid. The imagined national past justified attempts to restore
an original nationalist identity to a place in the present where Slav immigration or
even Slav tourism posed a threat. Of course Czech, Slovene, and Italian nationalists
deployed similar arguments to make the same kinds of claims for the same regions.
It is worth taking a moment to consider the ramifications of this curious
development as it applied specifically to Bohemia. Was that “German Bohemia,”
so enthusiastically referred to by nationalists, an idea, or was it in fact a real place?
German nationalists had promoted the rhetorical concept of German Bohemia as
an economic and cultural entity ever since 1890, when negotiations for a political
compromise between Czech and German nationalist leaders had failed. At that time
German nationalists gave up hope that they would ever regain complete political
control of Bohemia and they began to demand an administrative division of the
province based on ethnic lines.21 However, it was not until 1906, with the
publication of the guidebook Durch Deutschböhmen, that this discursive phen-
omenon became embodied territorially.
Like many other publications of the period, this guidebook defined the place
German Bohemia through its particular inclusions and exclusions. But Durch
Deutschböhmen went well beyond other attempts to imagine German Bohemia in
the way it reorganized and presented practical information for the traveler. Railway
lines, bus lines, road systems, waterways, steamer trips were all reconceived in
order to stress the coherence of travel within this area, and to avoid any contact
with the “other” Bohemia. The traveler did not necessarily gain information about
the fastest way to travel from one point to another, but rather, how to make the
trip without leaving the confines of German Bohemia. This radical reinvention of
the landscape had practical ramifications, as when activists used it to demand better
railroad connections within German Bohemia from the state.22
Nationalists used tourism not simply to raise consumer consciousness, but also
as a means to stake specific territorial claims. The physical presence of German
tourists could itself be seen as a real conquest of the landscape for the nation. The
tourists’ presence transformed nationalist rhetoric about space into real action, and
tourists often quite literally became terrorists. When a club planned a trip to a
nationally disputed territory or when it set up a system of marked paths, its
members physically asserted their ownership to that terrain. And whether or not
individual Austrian tourists identified themselves as nationalists, activists never-
theless framed their actions in a highly partisan light. Nationalists, who already




































nationalist competition, now began to estimate the numbers of each nationality
who visited their region as tourists.23 Josef Taschek, chairman of the Böhmer-
waldbund, repeatedly warned of a Czech invasion of German territory using such
statistics. “The Czechs frequently organize trips to the Bohemian Woods and strive
to promote Czechification of individual places through mass tourism. The only
way to respond to this policy is through a mass immigration of as many German
summer vacationers as possible.”24 While some retailers might have been happy
to gain the income generated by tourists of any nationality, Taschek and other
German nationalists could see the presence of the enemy only as a threat to
national survival.
Over time activists constructed other kinds of alarming statistics, such as the
numbers of local hotels and restaurants bought or sold by each nationality. Alarmist
headlines like “The Czech Fiasco in the Riesengebirge Mountains” regularly
warned against Czechs who were on the lookout to buy tourist properties in
supposedly German resort areas. “As in other regions, the Czechs want to set down
roots here in the German mountains and pursue a Czech linguistic and economic
policy there. The recent leasing of the Hotel Austria in Spindelmühle to a Czech
will prove useful to this goal.”25
These warnings, along with the statistics that informed them, suggest just how
strongly nationalists worked to reconfigure local reality in their own terms,
increasingly describing multilingual regions as historically German, in order to
justify their depiction of recent Czech, Slovene or Italian immigration as an
illegitimate invasion.
In 1907, for example, the Südmark advertised a tour of the German–Slovene
language border in South Styria and Carinthia. The ten-day trip was meant to give
those nationalists who were interested in the subject a chance to meet people and
experience first hand the hard life on the language frontier. In addition, the
planners emphasized the feelings of solidarity the visit would awaken in the brave
inhabitants of the border. The trip aimed not merely to teach visitors about the
Sprachgrenze, but to act as a gesture of defiant ownership against the Slovene-
speaking population. It presumed that the Sprachgrenze must somehow be won
back from the invading Slovenes.26
Such trips often ended in violence as activists clashed over symbolic ownership
of the land. When German gymnasts from Bergreichenstein (Czech: Kašperske
Hory) made a typical Easter excursion on foot to nearby Eleonorenhain (Czech:
Lenora) in 1908, they had to pass through the majority Czech village of Stachau
(Czech: Stachy). Here, according to a local paper, Czech “fanatics” attacked the
gymnasts. Whether the gymnasts’ actual behavior provoked the confrontation is
irrelevant, since the Czechs clearly understood this trip as a territorial violation.27
When the Slovene School Association decided to hold a celebration in the town
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residents and activists from neighboring towns to demonstrate at the train station
and assert Pettau’s authentic German identity against the Slovene intruders.28
Czech and German-speaking student groups frequently ventured into hostile
rural territory for outings. They asserted their ownership of the territory by wearing
nationalist colors and singing nationalist songs around bonfires. Frequently they
incited physical attacks from their nationalist opponents, and what started with
shouted insults often escalated into stone throwing or fist fights.29 Perhaps the most
notorious of these episodes involved a provocative trip to the Trentino region by
German nationalist members of the Turnverein in the summer of 1907. Led by
artist and Professor Edgar Meyer, a founder of the Tiroler Volksbund, the group of
thirty-four men and seven women planned a walking tour of this predominantly
Italian-speaking region in the South Tyrol. Italian nationalist activists resolved to
prevent the tour from taking place. Hostile demonstrations in several villages
greeted the travelers. When they arrived in the village of Calliano to board a train
for the trip back home an angry mob physically attacked them. The five policemen
present lost control of the situation and the ensuing bloody battle left several
people badly wounded.30
Some German nationalist dreamers saw tourism in the Austrian Riviera as a
means to create a German outlet to the Mediterranean by a program of cultural
Germanization. This represented a far more grandiose form of the same kind of
nationalist thinking about territory. Cultural Germanization, usually through
language education, was hardly a realistic strategy in most areas of ethnic conflict,
since by this time non-German speakers had organized themselves to oppose
anything that faintly resembled such a policy. But many nationalists in the south
hoped to create a “German outlet to the Mediterranean” in the newly developing
tourist centers on the Adriatic – the so-called Austrian Riviera. Here, activists
viewed tourism as a key factor, along with growing commerce and the Südbahn
connection, to bringing German culture to a backward Slavic or Italian enclave.
German national ownership of hotels, local shops, the founding of German
schools, German leadership in cultural life all could bring modern urban culture
to this developing region, helping to integrate it more fully into the supposedly
German-dominated hinterlands of the monarchy.
The fact that national conflict in this region tended to pit an Italian elite against
a Slovene or Croat majority allowed the Germans to imagine a role for themselves
above local politics that might gain greater influence for their nation. Trieste,
according to many of them, was in fact a German city, with a rich tradition of
German culture and social life. The authors of Die deutsche Mark am Südmeer
believed it was Austria’s destiny to transform Trieste from a sleepy Italian port into
a booming German commercial metropolis.31 In 1908 one newspaper reported
enthusiastically about a German cultural revival in Görz (Italian: Gorizia, Slovene:




































Ever since the opening of the Karawanken railroad, that has brought Trieste closer to
German territory, a new German spirit has begun to unfold in Görz. A new German
school is developing admirably, and German nationalist associational life is picking up
as well. They’re now planning to build a gymnastics hall and a German Kindergarten,
which will doubtless be a great support to the German schools here. May the Germans
in this formerly German region of Friulia look forward to a successful future!32
Contemporary observers liked to note that exactly this kind of transformation had
occurred in Abbazia (Croatian: Opatija). Once an insignificant Croatian fishing
village, Abbazia now flourished as the center of the Austrian Riviera, home to
luxury hotels, German high culture, and most importantly, a rapid Südbahn con-
nection to the cities of the North.33 In 1911 a group of hoteliers, restaurant owners,
and other entrepreneurs created the German League for Tourism in Southern
Austria to promote German-friendly tourism to the region. The group worked to
lobby the government for better transportation links that would bring Carniola,
Istria, and Dalmatia closer to Vienna, and to raise the level of accommodations in
the region.34
The easy equation of Germanization with civilization, along with the desire to
populate endangered landscapes with German tourists if necessary, points to yet
another type of problem embedded in the promotion of a nationalist tourism. What,
after all, was to be the relationship between the urban tourist and the German
peasant? Nationalist rhetoric, particularly in its most radical formulation, stressed
the commonalties that united all members of the nation, across conceivable barriers
of class or of educational difference. Yet the peasant on the Sprachgrenze who
embodied the best Germanic virtues was as much the object of the nationalists’
educational efforts as was his urban bourgeois counterpart. Peasants too needed
to be taught their heroic identity. Those urban nationalist students who traveled to
the countryside often focused their activities on bringing peasants into nationalist
activities. Guides for students who hiked in such areas stressed the need for treating
peasants with respect, thus betraying the assumption that in fact the opposite would
more likely be the case.35
Tourism did indeed offer considerable potential for economic development as
long as activists were willing to make a sustained investment. Unlike the approaches
to tourism discussed above, which focused on intensive propaganda campaigns
and leisure-time activism, this kind of vision for tourism demanded a strong
commitment to research, publicity, and the development of local infrastructure.
Only one major nationalist organization, the Deutscher Böhmerwaldbund, actually
undertook such an ambitious effort. The others simply presumed that their rhetoric
would somehow create a generally positive economic effect for local Germans.
Economic problems in the Bohemian Woods had generated a large-scale
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century. Activists argued that tourism could help to revitalize the economy and
sustain the local German-speaking population in the face of an increasing Czech
migration to the region. When Josef Taschek and his colleagues founded the
Deutscher Böhmerwaldbund in Budweis (Czech: Ceský Budovice) in 1884, they
immediately made a priority of encouraging tourism to their region. At that time,
with the exception of the Bohemian spa towns and some parts of the Tyrol, tourism
in the monarchy had not yet been organized as an industry. Taschek firmly believed
that the developing institution of the Sommerfrische offered a solution to the
economic misery of the Germans in the Bohemian Woods. The leaders of the
Böhmerwaldbund wagered that southern Bohemia’s sumptuous landscapes, its
meandering rivers, its small medieval towns, and its forested hills, high enough to
offer dramatic views, but easily accessible to the average nature lover, not to
mention its low cost of living, could attract summer vacationers from neighboring
Bavaria or Austria. The problem was that the Bohemian Woods was virtually
unknown to the outside world. The major commercial routes of the nineteenth
century had bypassed the region; its glass factories, paper mills, and wood-
processing plants had all languished due to their isolation from markets. Farmers
and artisans in the region produced primarily for local markets, with few opportun-
ities to make use of larger commercial networks. Seeking to make a virtue of this
isolation, the Böhmerwaldbund published guidebooks and worked actively with
local beautifying or tourist associations to generate grassroots excitement for
tourism. It encouraged local groups to create well-marked systems of paths to lead
tourists to unique natural attractions, and it encouraged village councils to
undertake beautification, renovation and building projects, such as the creation of
local swimming pools.
Ironically, the Böhmerwaldbund soon found it necessary to call on the anti-
nationalist Austrian state for assistance. In order to compete with traditional tourist
destinations, Böhmerwaldler needed public transportation links to make their
region accessible to vacationers. They found themselves forced to lobby the state
to build new railroad connections, roads, bus service, more telegraph and later
telephone connections in the places they hoped to transform into centers of
tourism. The need for state assistance in turn moderated the content and tone of
the Böhmerwaldbund’s nationalist rhetoric. Unlike the more strident Südmark, for
example, the Böhmerwaldbund promoted a positive vision of self-help within a
loosely defined German national community. It did not define Germanness
racially, and it only rarely demonized the Slav enemy.36
The need to lobby the state more effectively for improved transport and
communications connections eventually led to the formation of a Provincial
League for Tourism in German Bohemia. By 1910 almost every Austrian crown-
land (including Galicia) had such an umbrella organization whose task it was to




































Carinthia, the Tyrol) the dominant German nationalist position was politically so
well normalized, that the League, in all essentials a German organization, never
even had to name itself as such. To read the publications of the Styrian League,
for example, one would never guess that more than one-third of the crownland’s
population was actually Slovene speaking. Yet so well organized were both Czech
and German nationalists in Bohemia that this crownland sported two leagues. One,
situated in Prague, represented so-called general Bohemian interests, and another
located in Karlsbad (Czech: Karlový Vary) represented the interests of the region
that styled itself German Bohemia.37
The Böhmerwaldbund’s success in lobbying the state for the modest Budweis–
Salnau railway line in 1893 emboldened the organization to launch its most
ambitious effort to bring tourists to the region. In that year it financed the
production of a local Passion Play in Höritz (Czech: Hoice na Šumav), a small
rural village located just to the south of Krummau (Czech: eský Krumlov) on
the new rail line. The Passion Play had been a tradition in Höritz since the time of
the Napoleonic Wars. It had been presented at irregular intervals over the years by
villagers dressed in their Sunday best, usually at a local inn and to a local rural
audience. In 1890, a local Gymnasium teacher in Krummau, Peter Ammann,
researching folk traditions, took note of the play and began investigating its
origins. In conjunction with the Böhmerwaldbund he updated and published the
play in 1892. In the same year the association built a modern festival theater on a
hill overlooking Höritz.
The theater accommodated some 2,000 spectators under its roof and was the
first fully electrified building in the region. The organizers imported two coal-
burning locomotives to the nearby railroad station at an almost prohibitive cost,
to generate enough power for each performance. Well-known theatrical artists
designed sets and costumes, and in the 1890s the production was directed by the
chief of Budweis’s German theater. The Böhmerwaldbund made this financial
investment in the expectation that Höritz would eventually rival Oberammergau
for international attention and bring fame to the Bohemian Woods. Although the
Passion play was controversial among anticlerical German nationalists, and the
high cost of producing it meant that it rarely made a profit, it helped to draw far
more tourists to the region. It was advertised across Europe and even attracted
visitors (and in 1897 a motion picture crew) from the United States.38
So far I have focused on the ways that nationalist organizations used a form of
leisure activity like tourism to transform a discursive national identity into a
material reality for the average German speaker, and thereby lay claim to specific
territory as well. I would like to conclude with a necessarily brief consideration of
an altogether different question: how did this movement for a nationalist tourism
influence social relations in the rural areas it targeted? Did it function as an
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the perceived needs of local activists? And did it actually create nationalist
tourists?
The answers to these questions differed significantly depending on the region
under discussion. In general, an effort like that of the Böhmerwaldbund to promote
nationalist tourism for primarily economic purposes resulted in a high degree of
engagement with the needs of local activists. The fact that the Bohemian Woods
had no tourist industry to speak of made the efforts of the nationalists all that much
more important. On the other hand, more ideologically radical propaganda, such
as that directed by the nationalist boycott efforts at visitors to the South Tyrol (a
region that boasted a well-developed tourism industry) could backfire. Local
hoteliers of almost every political or nationalist persuasion viewed any effort to
direct the flow of tourists to one set of establishments or another in the South Tyrol
as dangerous meddling by outsiders. In 1907, for example, a local paper reported
that in municipal elections in the region around Lake Garda, moderate Italian and
German nationalists had banded together to oust radical nationalists from the town
halls. Why? The paper reported that the tourist trade had clearly suffered (with
hotel bankruptcies in both Arco and Trient) from the lamentable intrusion of
nationalist activism into local society. Moderates on both sides wished to signal
to tourists that the area was once again safe for vacationers.39
The success of activists in the Bohemian Woods in building a modest tourism
industry did not necessarily imply that local activists who worked with the
Böhmerwaldbund to promote tourism to their villages did so for transparently
nationalist reasons. Rather, it seems that in many of those villages a nationalist
agenda was often linked to a whole series of other local agendas that had little to
do with nationalism as such. Nor did the promotion of a nationalist tourism mean
that visitors to the region came away with a stronger sense of national identity,
nor even that they made their decision to travel there on the basis of nationalist
concern. The example of Höritz and its Passion Play is particularly instructive in
this regard. The play certainly fulfilled the ambitions of local and regional
nationalist activists by bringing more tourists to the region. And in their public
statements, at least, both German and Czech nationalist leaders did treat the play’s
nationalist significance as self-evident. Yet whether tourists themselves actually
returned home with a more distinct consciousness about the national struggle on
the so-called Sprachgrenze is harder to evaluate.
The Passion Play may have brought more tourists to the Bohemian Woods, but
nothing about it (including the international theatrical style in which it was
performed) appears to have reinforced a German national identity among visitors
or performers. Personal testimonies of visitors to Höritz instead emphasized the
profoundly moving emotional quality of the experience rather than its particularly
Germanic qualities (whatever those might have been). Visitors do not seem to have




































example of folk art, impressive in its rural simplicity. Visitors rarely commented
on the play as a national event until after the First World War when the area became
part of the new Czechoslovak nation-state, and the play developed a new signif-
icance.
Did the institution of the Passion Play increase the nationalist consciousness of
the Höritzers? Actually, the play seems rather to have strengthened the villagers’
consciousness of themselves as Höritzers more than as anything else. Recollections
and anecdotes confirm that their participation in the Passion Play was indeed of
central importance to the villagers’ lives. Already in the 1890s, for example, male
Höritzers were known to wear extremely long hair and full beards in order to recall
old testament scenes, especially in years when the play was not performed. The
village did everything in its power to market itself as a kind of goal for cultural
pilgrims, especially in those off years. Nor did the fact that the nationalist
Böhmerwaldbund had contributed so much to Höritz’s newly found fame create a
stronger sense of nationalist identity there. Rather, as elsewhere in southern
Bohemia, villagers seem to have considered the Böhmerwaldbund to be something
of a local welfare organization, its German nationalist identity secondary to its
important economic self-help functions.
The nationalist promotion of tourism also looks different when viewed from the
perspective of the interaction between the urban groups promoting it and the
village activists who took up the cause locally. In the first place, the tourism
question seems to have caused several unanticipated problems for the urban
nationalist organizations. In the second place, as we will see, the nationalist agenda
when adopted at the local level served different functions than it did at the level
of high politics.
Böhmerwaldbund leaders learned a surprising lesson early on: that villagers
did not always appreciate the benefits tourism might bring them. Nationalist
vacationers who visited their persecuted German brothers and sisters deep in the
Bohemian Woods were often shocked by the low standard of accommodation the
natives provided. Many complained about sanitary conditions both to the Böhmer-
waldbund and to the Provincial League for Tourism in German Bohemia. In the
winter, tourists complained that villagers reported temperatures and snow conditions
so intermittently, as to make it impossible to plan winter sport vacations. And when
surveyed about what their district could offer outside visitors, some local activists
expressed a deep frustration with the unwillingness of their fellow villagers to
comprehend the potential economic benefits tourism offered to them.40
The Böhmerwaldbund leadership walked a difficult line between defending
the quality of village accommodations to the outside world, and urging local
organizers to do a better job. In 1904, Taschek wrote optimistically of tourist
accommodations in the twenty years since the founding of the Böhmerwaldbund:
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improved; at least in the towns good accommodations can now be found. The inns
have made real progress regarding overnight accommodations and food for
tourists, although not as much as we would have liked to see in this period.”41
Nevertheless in another report a year later Taschek had to admit that “Most
innkeepers are simply not prepared to make any kind of sacrifice in order to
convince the public of the charms of a trip to the Bohemian Woods.”42
The question of quality accommodations for visitors became more pressing once
the Passion Play in Höritz received international attention. That attention was not
always flattering. The 1910 Baedeker advised visitors to the Passion Play to avoid
actually spending a night in Höritz if possible.43 And in 1908, a feuilletonist for
Vienna’s Neue Freie Presse, Raoul Auernheimer, published a scathing account of
his visit to Höritz. Although he praised the simple intensity of the play’s perf-
ormers, Auernheimer denounced the unacceptable level of accommodation and
general boredom that he found characterized life in the surrounding region. Of the
highly touted Krummau he wrote: “However, only in a small town like this does
one learn the meaning of tedium, true tedium.” Although this depiction of rural
life drew angry protests from all kinds of Böhmerwaldbund supporters, including
Heimat author Peter Rosegger, it nevertheless reflected an image that local
promoters of tourism could not easily change.44
Those villagers who did embrace tourism as potentially beneficial to their
community were themselves relatively recent arrivals to the rural world. The rapid
growth, first of a uniform imperial school system, and later of transport, commun-
ications, commercial, and administrative networks, had brought a real invasion of
teachers, civil servants, and generally lower-level white-collar employees to many
formerly isolated rural regions. The presence of such people in small towns and
villages often changed social relations substantially. These outsiders brought with
them traditions of voluntary association as a way to gain economic, cultural, or
political ends. Often themselves of rural background, they usually had acquired
some schooling in a larger town or city, and had frequently already joined some
professional or nationalist organizations when posted to rural districts. In general
they tended to view the interests of the local village in a larger regional, provincial,
or even nationalist context. In combination with local professionals and inn-
keepers, these invaders worked to expand local economic connections to regional
and interregional commerce, often through the development of tourism. They also
tended increasingly to provide leadership in local village branches of nationalist
organizations.
Issues like the quality of accommodation became a field for such local activists,
usually teachers, civil servants, innkeepers, small business people or railroad
employees, to impose their specific nationalist vision on their fellow villagers. The
invaders defined German nationalism by its very modernity. In Bergreichenstein,




































who promoted nationalist tourism consistently used nationalist arguments to justify
a wide range of modernizing projects. Their rhetoric explicitly connected German
identity to progress, and progress to tourism. Using reports in a local paper from
the year 1908, we can trace the specific content of this nationalist message and
the role tourism played in its construction. Local German activists expressed pride
at local accomplishments and impatience with the lingering vestiges of back-
wardness. Progress and modernity were defined in both moral and nationalist
terms; backwardness, however, derived either from ignorance or from local Czech
politics.
In a 1908 New Year’s editorial, activists listed a series of recent accomplish-
ments of which Bergreichensteiner could be proud. The town had restored several
historic houses, it had demolished unsightly deteriorating buildings, and it had
built a system of streetlights. Of equal importance, however, to these physical
improvements were the moral ones: revival of the town’s Beautification Society,
and the growing branches of its singing, gymnastics, charitable, and nationalist
organizations. Yet another sign of accomplishment was the growth of two new
schools. On the negative side the editorial deplored the fact that the unsympathetic
Czech regional administration often stood in the way of progress (for example,
road repair), wasted district funds on unnecessary bilingual signs, or fought against
a railway connection for the town.45
During the year the paper repeatedly endorsed the continued efforts of the
Beautification Society to make the town more attractive to tourists, particularly
the projected renovation of some nearby castle ruins and a path leading to them.
It related approvingly that the (German) mayor’s office took the beautification
of the town seriously, that the main square was kept clean, and that nearby trees
and gardens were well taken care of.46 In May, however, it prodded the town to
advertise more. The paper claimed that “German summer vacationers pay far
too little attention to our beautiful little corner [of the Bohemian Woods],”
and added a nationalist slant, claiming that the Czechs did a much better job
of bringing in tourists to the Bohemian Woods than did the Germans.47 A month
later, the paper raised the demand: “Give us a swimming pool!” In a fascinating
rhetorical flourish, the paper connected the concepts of national progress to
two of the town’s important industries: education and tourism. Noting that Berg-
reichenstein was home to “a grammar school, a trade school and a high school,”
the paper complained that “in the 20th century [we] still have no swimming pool!
Not from a lack of water, mind you – of that we have plenty – but from a lack of
insight into the salutary effects of bathing.” The newspaper then reinforced the
rhetorical connection further, asking “How should our students stay fresh and
healthy? How should Bergreichenstein become a summer resort, when it offers
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A month later, the newspaper accused Czech nationalist administrators of
actively working to thwart progress in the town. Not only was it claimed that
administrative posts in Bohemia were increasingly closed to Germans and their
children, but also Czech administrators apparently worked against progress for the
town economy. Yet not every barrier to progress could be blamed on the Czechs.
A July article linking nationalism to knowledge and progress chided the town’s
Germans for not yet having organized a reading club or library. The fact that the
town’s tiny Czech minority already sported such a reading group put the Germans
to shame. “How many wasted hours could be rescued from numbing card games
and foolish beer drinking? Therefore, off to the deed, whoever has a concern for
Bergreichenstein’s future!”49 This suggests a lingering fear by local nationalists
that the town’s Germans might in fact culturally have more in common with Czech
peasants than with themselves. Here we see the ambivalence of nationalists who
would like to locate nationalist virtue in the hardy Germans of the Sprachgrenze,
but who must in fact teach those virtues to the local German speakers.
In August the paper urged the town fathers to create more available rental rooms
– too often there were not enough to accommodate all the visitors to the area.50
The paper then reported with pride that the swimming pool was finally completed
and that it proved the progressive spirit of Bergreichenstein’s town council.51 On
September 13, however, the paper published a highly illuminating editorial about
tourism in nearby Prachatitz that crystallized nationalist frustrations with local
backwardness. Entitled “Examining our Conscience,” the article stressed that
tourism was critical to both the region’s economic survival and to its German
identity. The experience of the recently concluded summer season demonstrated
that several problems remained to be addressed by local villagers. People had
charged far too much, both for rooms and for meals, a shortsighted practice that
would simply drive tourists away or into the arms of the Czechs. Furthermore, the
editorial claimed that customers received far more polite service in Czech shops
than in German shops. Wares also needed to be displayed more attractively and
shopkeepers should watch out for cleanliness. This latter fact, noted the paper,
often counted far more among tourist customers than price. To strengthen national
identity, to improve the local economy, to achieve social progress, tourism must
be promoted far more effectively.52
It seems clear from this brief discussion of Bergreichenstein that the forces
promoting nationalist tourism there also fought internally to promote a kind of
liberal modernity. They invoked a moral rhetoric of progress that linked national
identity to education, hygiene, commerce, and historic preservation. The local
tourist industry would benefit from an active policy of self-improvement, and the
town’s German population would gain a more solid economic basis for survival.
This rhetoric certainly fostered local bitterness toward the nationalist foe, but it




































brought their goods to the monthly Bergreichenstein market who were the enemy,
for example, but rather the Czech nationalists who had been appointed the district’s
administrators; those Czechs in the eyes of the German nationalists who used their
official positions to change the traditional character of the town from German to
bilingual. However, it must be stressed that these local German nationalists too
wished to change the character of the town, and often in ways far more radical
than anything the Czech administrators contemplated. The promotion of tourism
became the great justification for all kinds of other radical modernizing changes
that occasionally did elicit local opposition. By successfully linking tourism to the
nationalist interest, the local nationalists were able to push through what might well
have been an unpopular agenda.
Nationalist constructions may have shaped personal identities at the turn of the
century, yet they produced widely different kinds of outcomes, depending on the
context where they were performed. When it worked, nationalism gained its power
largely from its ability to make sense of the world in very different regions of
imperial Austria. The Habsburg state’s necessary rejection of nationalism created
all kinds of alternative contexts, spaces where nationalism could function in ways
that would have been impossible in self-proclaimed nation-states like France,
Germany, or Italy. Nationalism served as an effective organizing tool in Austrian
civil society, a tool whose use was rejected by the state, and a tool whose character
could therefore be defined more completely from below without having to
compete for legitimacy against the state.
If nationalist activists used tourism as an instrument to transform their rhetoric
into aggressive action, supporters of this same instrument at the local level used it
to impose an orderly modernizing village agenda. While at one level of society in
Austria nationalist discourse promoted urban street violence, thus limiting the
ability of Reichsrat or Diet to function, at another level, nationalism might well
promote economic modernization, social integration, and social mobility. In towns
like Bergreichenstein nationalism encouraged the development of associational
life, educational projects, greater participation in town politics, and, perhaps
ironically, a greater appreciation for the opportunities brought by closer connect-
ions to the outside world.
In a larger sense, tourism represented only one of several aspects of daily life
that nationalists in Austria worked to nationalize. In doing so they hoped to
transform what until 1914 remained largely an elusive, discursive category of
identity – Germanness or Czechness – into a material force, relevant to the daily
existence of most Austrians. And just as individuals would assume a deeper
nationalist identity through changed consumer habit, so contested geographic sites
would be transformed into homogeneously German or Czech places as well. The
guidebooks that denied Austria’s rich multilingual, multicultural heritage posited
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homogeneous future. Against official efforts to depoliticize nationality and replace
it with a kind of Austrian patriotism, the new tourist literature suggested that the
places in Austrian public culture where such patriotism might be rooted were
rapidly diminishing. It remained for the events of the First World War and its
aftermath to convince many former Austrian German speakers – those who now
found themselves minorities in hostile nation-states like Czechoslovakia, Italy,
Poland, or Yugoslavia – to see themselves for the first time, in terms which earlier
nationalists had created for them.
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